
CALSTOCK CIRCULAR (version 1) 

It’s HOT, HOT, HOT and hats, loose clothing and sunscreen were the order of the day as we 

welcomed Maggie back this week after her two week holiday. Whenever Maggie is away our walks 

are never far from her mind and instead of sun-bathing she was putting the finishing touches to the 

next walk programme before sending it out to everyone! From July to the end of September 2018 

there are lots of lovely walks to look forward to including one more walk from the village of Calstock. 

Today’s entry on the current programme outlined the route we were due to follow ‘along Lower 

Kelly and up various paths to reach Sandways level crossing before heading back to Calstock via 

Harewood and the river’. Calstock is always a popular location and our group has walked here many 

times in the past but despite this 24 people still turned up to sign in. As there was a gentle breeze 

blowing throughout the morning and several shady places along the route to enjoy, the conditions 

for walking were ideal and we never know what we will see; just 

after setting off we spotted some 

pottery items lined up on a wall to 

attract passing buyers! 

At the modern boatyard, we were led 

us up the footpath which lies directly 

opposite just as most of us had 

expected but for a few it was their first 

time. Then, climbing upwards in the 

dappled sunlight, a few dainty Pink 

Purslane flowers were waiting to be admired at the sides of the path 

but most people were too busy chatting to notice! After a short pause 

at the usual spot we were on our way again along the shady paths and 

any invading brambles were soon pushed aside as we went along one 

little-used path. We had our break this week right at the end of this 

particular path just before it emerges into Sand Lane near the junction 

with the nearby railway level crossing on the Tamar Valley line. 

But has anyone ever wondered like me why so many place names in the Tamar Valley contain the 

word sand? We have now reached Sandways Level Crossing which was probably named after the 

much earlier Sandways Farm which stands nearby. As we all know, the hill we have just come out on 

that leads down to Calstock village is called Sand Lane. Then there is also a Sand Hill and a Sandhill 

House at the top of Gunnislake near the station to name just a few. I have been doing some digging 

which turned up the fact that it goes back as far as the 13th century when people living in Cornwall 

were granted the right to take sea sand from Cornish beaches free of charge. Long before dock dung 

was ever spread on Cornish farmland, sea sand helped counteract the acidity of the soil as it 

contained 50% lime or calcium oxide. This was loaded onto boats at its source, shipped around the 

coast to various quays such as here at Calstock and over the years, this quayside became known as 

Sand Quay and was where the sand was transferred onto to waiting carts and wagons. Of course 

there were very few people living in Calstock in the 13th century and most lived off the land and 

none of the houses we see today had even been built. This too was long before any large-scale 

mining or other big industries had scarred the landscape and even longer before the railway arrived. 



So what I believe happened is that although local farmers collected their sand direct from the boats, 

others that lived further away collected it from a central dumping point. The route these heavily 

laden, horse-drawn carts followed was a rough track known locally as the sand lane which then 

continued via the sand way along another track (now a road re-named Well Park Road) where it was 

probably all dumped in one place creating a massive sand hill and the road that was built many 

years later down to Gunnislake was named Sand Hill after this heap of sand. I wonder how near to 

the truth I am, no doubt someone will put me straight! 

Now we walkers had arrived at the junction it was time to head down between the parish church 

surrounded by its graveyard and the more modern cemetery on our right.  Down through the hamlet 

of Harewood we walked before reaching the second level crossing on this little branch line where it 

looks like Liz is trying to fly across the live rail! (The live bit is a standing joke with our group) Few of 

us realised at that point that a train was 

imminent but when we began heading 

down through Okel Tor woods a train 

stopped and sounded its warning blast 

just as it always does when it 

approaches any crossings. 

Lying ahead at the 

bottom of the slope 

was the footpath that 

runs parallel with the 

river and here beside 

the kissing gate a polite 

notice had been pinned 

to a post; fortunately 

we didn’t see any 

distressed lambs near the path as they were way across the other side of the field.  

Continuing onwards beneath beautiful blue skies the river was obscured behind 6ft 

tall swaying reeds while on our right the grasses and docks dotted with Purple 

Loosestrife and Knapweed plants were almost as high. Some of us wondered what the latest news is 

on the flood defence plans by the Environment Agency to breach this river bank and let the water 

flood the meadow on our right. Many of the locals were rightly concerned that these proposed 

defences would threaten land used for local events and create a 30-metre breach in this popular 

riverside walk. Now there is talk of building a bridge to carry the footpath across the gap but that 

doesn’t solve the loss of land used by the locals. 

We will just have to wait for an update. 



  

 

 

 

 


